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•      John Notman's Italianate gatehouse to Mount Vernon Cemetery was completed in 1858 at a 
cost of about $10,000. Its location at the corner of Ridge and Lehigh Avenues showcases its 
frontage to a deluge of daily traffic, facing its famous older cousin, Laurel Hill Cemetery- another 
of Notman's projects. The gatehouse, which once included a fifty-foot bell tower, had housed 
the cemetery's groundskeeper and records. Today, its roof is in danger of collapsing, and it's 
facade is increasingly battered by overgrowth.

1.   Mount Vernon Cemetery Gatehouse (1858); 3401 W. Lehigh Ave. 

     In keeping with its mission statement, as in past years, Save Our Sites strives to bring public awareness 
to Philadelphia’s endangered historic properties by issuing its annual Endangered Sites List. It is our hope 
that by showcasing these little known sites, Philadelphians can get a better perspective of the unique 
history of their city, and join the fight to save it- one site at a time. Save Our Sites defines endangered 
buildings as those that are neglected, poorly maintained, vacant, unknown or uncelebrated. Such buildings 
may not be subject to imminent collapse or demolition. They are listed by virtue of their architectural, 
aesthetic or historical value, and for the contribution they make in saving Philadelphia’s richly varied 
urban fabric. 



•      The Poth Brewery at Thirty-First and Jefferson Streets is the last remaining vestige that gave 
Brewerytown its title. Frederick Augustus Poth opened his brewery there following the Civil War. In 
1882, he commissioned architect Otto Wolf- known for his innovative brewery architecture- to 
design the current structure. It also contained an icehouse, a stable, and a power plant. The 
building has been heavily altered over the years. It was last used by the Red Bell Brewing Company 
until its closure in 2003. 

• 2.   F. A. Poth Brewery (1884- c. 1990); 3101 W. Jefferson St. 



• 3.   Lower Dublin Academy / Thomas Holme School (1809); 3324 Willits Rd. 

• The Lower Dublin Academy, near Academy and Willits Rds in Northeast Philadelphia, 
opened in 1810 to serve the growing community in what was then known as Lower Dublin 
Township. The small fieldstone and stucco school, which gives Academy Road its name, 
was later renamed the Thomas Holme Public School. When a new school was built across 
the street in 1955, the old building eventually became a series of offices. A fire claimed the 
interior in the early 2000's, and it has sat empty ever since.



• 4.  John Coltrane House (ca. 1895); 1511 N. 33rd St.  

Famed saxophonist and composer John Coltrane lived at this Brewerytown house from 1952-1958. The 
lovely vernacular Victorian house- once typical in Brewerytown and Strawberry Mansion- should be 
restored as a suitable memorial to the great artist. 



5. Edgar C. Scott House- ‘Woodburne’ (1907); 1201 Springfield Road, Darby PA 

     The 109-acre estate of Thomas Scott in Darby, just outside Philadelphia, was purchased in 
1873 as a summer residence for the prominent Philadelphia railroad man, and a stately fieldstone 
house was erected. Scott was chosen as Lincoln’s Assistant Secretary of War during the Civil War, 
and became president of the Pennsylvania Railroad. After Scott’s death, his son Edgar inherited 
the estate and hired architect Horace Trumbauer to enlarge the house into a palatial 55-room 
mansion. Edgar Scott died only a decade later in the First World War and the house remained in 
the family until the 1930s, when it was purchased by the Sisters of the Community of the 
Daughters of the Divine Redeemer and used as a retirement home. The Little Flower Manor owned 
the property until 2005, when it was acquired by the township of Darby. Today, after several 
proposals for reuse have fallen through, the house is in a desperate state of endangerment.


